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Will Tarleton return to normal next Order food on
semester?
campus through

BY MADISON REED
Associate Producer

After a year of dealing with COVID-19
and the pandemic, the
light at the end of the
tunnel is slowly beginning to brighten. With
Gov. Greg Abbott’s
announcement a few
weeks ago about reopening Texas businesses to
full capacity and ending the mask mandate,
the virus that has taken
center stage in the last
year seems to be on the
decline.
Before this state-wide
announcement
came,
however,
Tarleton
State University President James Hurley announced on Feb. 25 that
Tarleton will be returning to a more traditional college experience
next semester as long as
coronavirus cases continue to fall.

With the return to normal, students will once again be able to participate in student activities without restrictions.
Photo by Madison Reed

In a recent Tarleton
news release Hurley
said, “As students and
families plan for the fall
2021 semester, it’s important they know that

Tarleton is looking forward to more normal
operations—like those
prior to the pandemic.
We’re committed to the
traditional college expe-

rience that our students
love and expect. It’s
time we bring it back.”
COVID-19 appeared
in March of 2020 when
an extended spring break
for schools and colleges
across the United States
turned into a year-long
nightmare. After switching completely online
for the rest of the spring
2020 semester, Tarleton
devised a plan to keep
its faculty, staff and students safe while still offering the college experience to its students.
On May 1, Tarleton
announced it would reopen for the fall 2020
semester with three
forms of delivery options: face-to-face, synchronous and asynchronous. Students were able
to attend class in person,
quarantine and watch
class via Zoom or work
and watch a recording of

Continued on pg 5

Grubhub

BY KALEY DOWELL
Executive Producer

College students are
always on the go and
the ability to order food
from your phone and
pick it up without having to wait is a great
solution for people who
are in a hurry and running from one place to
the next. There are many
restaurants around Stephenville to order from;
however, people sometimes want Chick-fil-a
or Sandellas which are
both located on-campus.
With Gubhub, Tarleton
State University has
made ordering on campus food from home a
possibility.
“I will definitely use
this,” freshman Hooper
Thorn said. “This would
help a lot of students out
that have a busy schedule and don’t have time

between classes to run
down to the Student
Center or the Dining
Hall.”
Not only is it convenient, but anyone can
use Grubhub to order
food on campus. All you
have to do is download
the app, add your location and a note will pop
up about Tarleton. Just
click “I want in!” and it
will give you the option
to connect your dining
dollars directly to your
account. If you do not
have a meal plan, you
can click past that step.
Next you will be asked
how you’re connected
to Tarleton. The options
are the year you graduate (for undergraduate students), graduate
student, staff/faculty or
guest. Then, create your
account and you are

Continued on pg 5

Making the most of the historic winter storm
BY MADISON REED
Associate Producer

In true Texas fashion,
a few weeks ago the
weather plunged from
80 degrees to negative
1 degree. From Feb. 14
to Feb. 20, eight inches
of snow covered the
ground—something
most native Texans have
never seen before.
Rebecca Tuggle, a junior education major,
said, “I did enjoy the
snow! I did not love the
cold weather that accompanied it, but I love
playing in the snow and
thought it was abso-

lutely beautiful. It felt
magical and like a winter wonderland. However, by day four I was
really excited to see the
sun! I am from Stephenville so this much snow
is very unusual for us
and this was the coldest
weather I have ever experienced.”
Many people in the
state lost power and
water due to the cold
and freezing temperatures and even more had
busted pipes, ceilings
caving in and vehicles
stuck at home or on the
side of the road due to
frozen diesel. For a sol-

id week, students were
stuck in their dorms or
at home finding ways to
stay warm and occupied
as they rode out all the
power outages, freezing
temperatures and frozen
water.
The snowstorm affected many students like
Micah Wellborn, a senior kinesiology major,
who lives off-campus.
Wellborn explained
that the storm, “prevented me from being able
to go to work and get out
of the house.”
Many students were
worried about their
pipes freezing and los-

ing power during the
storm as many other Erath county residence experienced.
“We were very fortunate to only lose power
the Sunday,” Wellborn
said. “It first hit for four
hours, so we stayed nice
and warm. We took
many precautions to ensure our water wouldn’t
freeze and it ended up
paying off.”
Robyn Pless, a sophomore psychology major,
added, “My roommate
and I were a little worried about our pipes
freezing, but thankfully
they didn’t. I went gro-

cery shopping before
the weather started to
get super crazy, so I was
good if we had to stay
inside. I live in Traditions North, and our
building did not seem to
have any problems—or
at least my room was
fine. We only had problems with [our] service
connection.”
Another student, Caroline Faucet, realized
her heat was not working when the storm hit.
“Luckily we were able
to start a fire in the fireplace and our landlord
sent someone to come
fix the heat before it got

too bad,” Faucet said.

Senior nursing major Caroline
Faucet.
Photo Courtesy of Caroline Faucet

Continued on pg 5

Tarleton hosts its own Vagina Monologues
BY PRAIRIE PARNELL
Guest Writer

In February of 2014,
in the basement of the
Thompson Student Center, a group of female
students, faculty and
staff performed The
Vagina
Monologues
and kicked off a new
tradition at Tarleton
State University. Each
year the Tarleton Gay/
Straight Alliance, in
partnership with the Office of Diversity, Inclusion, and International
Programs as well as the
Department of Communication Studies, performs a unique version
of the activist play. Tarleton’s performances of

The Vagina Monologues
hold a space within a
global network of activism, support for women
and awareness raising.
Author and activist
Eve Ensler coined the
term “V-Day” to represent the global activis
movement to end violence against all women
(cisgender,
transgender, and those who hold
fluid identities that are
subject to gender-based
violence), girls and the
planet. V-Day believes
that when art and activism come together,
they have the power to
transform systems and
change culture. V-Day
has inspired women all
over the world and raised

collective consciousness and an example of how listic education and soabout how violence and the power of art can be cial justice.
gender intersect. V-Day used as a liberating tool
The Vagina Monologues and other works
curated by V-Day have
been performed across
the world by local activists, survivors and artists, raising over $120
million for grassroots
anti-violence
groups,
rape crisis centers, domestic violence shelters
and safe houses, shattering taboos and changing
the way activists make
change in their communities. Locally, the GSA
has raised just about
Tarleton students passionately participating in the vagina mono$5000 for Cross Timlogues.
bers Family Services
Photo Courtesy of Prairie Parnell via a silent auction and
ticket sales. For the first
is a social movement for transformational ho- time, this year there is

not a ticket charge or a
silent auction due to COVID-19; however, donations for Cross Timbers
are being accepted.
Activists look at the intersection of class, race,
gender, environmental
destruction, imperialism, militarism, patriarchy, poverty and war,
as women face abuse
and exploitation across
layers of systematic
and societal oppression,
with the most marginalized and excluded often
facing increased levels
of violence. The performances at Tarleton
have examined rape and
assault on campus, in
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Student React: Spring Break Cut Short
break being cut short
and if it was difficult to
make plans, many Tarleton students responded
A lot of things have
that they wished they
been different this sehad a longer break.
mester at Tarleton State
Pedigo said, “Making
University due to the onplans wasn’t necessargoing pandemic. From
ily hard, but I didn’t get
classes still being virtual
to stick to those plans as
to moving the football
long as I wanted to.”
season to spring, another
Massey, on the oththing that took a hit from
er hand responded, “I
COVID-19 was spring
would have preferred a
break.
longer break, but I was
Rather than having a
still able to enjoy my
weeklong spring break
spring break. I was still
like students normally
able to make plans.”
have, the break was
While
interviewshortened to Wednesing before the students
day, March 10 through
went on spring break,
Sunday, March 14 rather
Texan News also asked
than getting Monday,
what their plans were
March 8 and Tuesday,
for break. As previously
March 9 off in order to
stated by the students,
it was sometimes hard
to make plans with a
shorter break. That being said, it could have
made it hard to make
plans or made it where
students didn’t have a
spring break.
When asked about
what the students would
be doing for spring
break, their answers varied. Pedigo said he was
taking a trip to Fredericksburg to visit family,
Mays went home to visit
family and Massey went
to Arkansas on a church
retreat.
At the end of the week,
Anthony’s Chapel, where many students on the retreat visited on
spring break.
Texan News asked the
Photo by Avery Jackins students again how they
felt about the break beBY TAYLOR KALUZA
Multimedia Journalist

limit travel time and
possible exposure. That
being said, students will
also get Friday, April 2
off before Easter weekend and the Monday,
April 5 after to make
up for the shorter spring
break.
To get more insight on
the situation of spring
break, Texan News had
the opportunity to interview students to ask how
they felt about the shortened spring break. Tyler
Pedigo, Troyce Mays
and Allison Massey
were all asked, before
and after spring break,
what their opinion was
to see if the answers
would vary.
When asked about
how they felt about the

ing shorter after leaving
for the period of time.
Overall, the students
gave a similar response
to the situation affecting
their plans.
They all talked about

should have been longer
or shorter and why.
When asked, Massey
replied that it should
have been longer including, “I understand the
university’s intentions to

family and friends due
to that weekend being
Easter.
Massey stated, “I am
not a fan of the idea because although we get
a break from our actual

From Left to Right: Troyce Mays, Allison Massey and Tyler Pedigo.
Photo by Taylor Kaluza

how they again wish the
break would not have
been cut short.
Pedigo, Mays and
Massey all traveled
somewhere for the break
and explained that it
made it harder to enjoy
the break they had.
Mays explained, “I
did not choose to make
many plans as there
wasn’t a lot of time to
fulfill them.”
Texan News also
asked the three students
if they felt the break

try and keep college students from travelling to
prevent COVID-19, but
a shortened spring break
is not sufficient enough
to keep students from
doing so.”
Lastly, the students
were asked how they
felt about the time being split when we get a
weekend off in April.
While this may be considered another break,
this wouldn’t be long
enough to be able to
make many plans with

classes, our professors
are not giving us a break
from assignments.”
While students cannot change limitations
due to the ongoing pandemic, it’s important
to know how the students feel and how some
things could possibly be
adjusted. Spring break
may have been short,
but students are excited
to be back on campus,
be able to spend time
with friends and celebrate upcoming events

Students react to Tarleton returning to
normal in the fall
BY NICHOLAS
RATCLIFF
Multimedia Journalist

Tarleton State University is planning on having a fully normal college experience in the
fall semester as long as
the current COVID-19
trends continue. This is
an exciting change of
pace for the students at
the university who have
spent the last two and
a half semesters with
an online or in person
hybrid mix, where you
could only attend in person lectures on certain
days. On top of this, normal events around campus such as homecoming and other traditions
have not been able to
operate at the full capacity that they traditionally
have.
This news came just in
time according to Alicia
Ayala, a junior at Tarleton.
“I miss seeing everyone’s smiling faces and
having everyone attend
an event instead of it
being limited capacity,”

Ayala said.
Not everyone is as opBrayden Vancil an- timistic about the return
other student at Tarleton to normal as everyone
agreed with Ayala say- else.

restrictions and wear a
Babcock says, “Hymask/ socially distance, brid classes should abso others won’t get sick. solutely be offered. At
If students don’t comply, this point, not everyone
has had the opportunity
to get the vaccine and
some still feel wary attending a full class.”
While many students
are happy with the idea
of returning to campus
in a normal setting, a lot
of them, such as Carson
Mcanally agree with
Babcock and think the
university should continue to offer its hybrid
classes.
Mcanally said, “Hybrid should still be offered because it will
help those who get sick
and still need to go to
class.”
Vancil agrees stating
that, “I think (Hybrid
The Dick Smith Library made changes to its exterior in wake of COVID-19 in order to offer students a
Classes) should be ofhands-free entrance point as well as posted signs reminding them of COVID-19 procedures.
fered in case someone
Photo by Nicholas Ratcliff
doesn’t want the chance
of getting COVID, or
ing, “I miss being able to
Riley Babcock, a se- cases and the health of for someone who is out
go to classes and see ev- nior at Tarleton, said this students will be impact- of town.”
eryone in a full capacity about the re-opening an- ed. Unless Tarleton has
While many students
and maskless setting. I nouncement, “I believe a plan for how they will are happy with the idea
also miss the full capac- it to be a good thing if enforce COVID restric- of returning to Tarleton,
ity football games and students are willing to tions in class, we don’t some are worried that it
tailgates.”
comply with COVID need to fully reopen.”
may require its students

to get the vaccine.
Ayala is one of these
students and said, “No
I do not think students
should be forced to get
the vaccine. The vaccine
should be a choice for
all people, and no one
should be forced to get
something they do not
want.”
“I don’t think they
should. The government
doesn’t have the right
to tell us if we do or do
not do something,” Vancil said. “Plus, I think
enough students will get
the vaccine so the university will still reach
herd immunity.”
While the students at
Tarleton all have varying opinions on what
they are looking forward
to the most about the
schools reopening, Babcock, Vancil, Macnally
and Ayala all agree that
they are looking forward
to finding more ways to
get involved with the
university and all of
the students who attend
again.
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Opinion on the Texas Rangers opening
Globe Life Field to 100 percent capacity

Cody Vannoy
Photo by Jeremiah Dalton

BY CODY VANNOY
Sports Writer

The Texas Rangers
will become the first
professional sports team
in America to open their
stadium to full capacity. The decision comes
after Texas Gov. Greg
Abbot lifted the state’s
mask mandate and allowed businesses to
open to full capacity.
Joe Januszewski, the
Rangers’ executive vice

president and chief revenue and marketing officer, told MLB.com,
“We’re not going to have
social distance seats
available for Opening
Day because we made
a commitment to everybody (season ticket
holders), that they could
hold tickets if we would
allow them for the proper Opening Day.”
While there may not
be social distance for
Opening Day, there will
be socially distanced

seats available for the
rest of the games at
Globe Life Field in Arlington, Texas.
While this may be
controversial, I have
no problem with the
Rangers opening their
stadium to 100 percent
capacity. First of all, I
believe this is a pure
business decision. The
Texas Rangers just built
a $1.2 billion stadium.
The inaugural season
was set to be in 2020
and the season eventually still happened, but
there were no fans during the shortened 60game season. That is a
lot of revenue lost for
a franchise that was really looking forward to
their first season in their
new stadium. So, for the
2021 season, the Rangers decided to help keep
their biggest supporters,
season-ticket holders,
happy by letting them
reserve tickets throughout the season. To fulfill
this promise, they had
to open more seats for
Opening Day. Happy
fans lead to better business and better business
leads to money.
Let me put a dis-

claimer in this, while
I do believe that this is
primarily a business decision, people should
not be risking people’s
lives for money. When
you consider the health
side of things, there are
two sides. The first one,
is that this is a horrible
idea and unsafe. While
you may have a stranger
go and sit next to you

able with the full capacity, will be allowed
to exchange their tickets for a different game
later in the season. The
second side is that the
Abbot believes it is safe
enough for businesses to
be at full capacity. Even
though the Texas Rangers are far from a small
mom and pop shop that
has a full capacity of 40

dium.
Look, the coronavirus has officially been
around for over a year
and people are looking
for ways to get out of
the house in a safe manner. The Texas Rangers
are doing this in a safe
manner and are trying to
bring joy to fans. What
better way to go out with
some friends and family

Texas Rangers hosting a game at Globe Life Field with no fans in attendance.
Photo Courtesy of dallasnews.com.

for the first time in over
a year, you do have a
choice to go to the game.
The Texas Rangers have
already told fans who
have Opening Day tickets and are uncomfort-

people, they are still a
business that employs
people. Even with the
100 percent capacity,
fans and employees are
still required to wear
masks while in the sta-

than to go to a ballpark,
buy some hotdogs and
popcorn and watch a
sport that is America’s
favorite pastime.

Inside the Mind: Ryheem Skinner
BY CODY VANNOY
Sports Writer

In Texas, football is in
your blood. Whether you
decide to strap on the
helmet or not, most Texans are invested in the
sport. Football pulls you
in with the excitement
of every play. Even at a
young age, football has a
grasp on young men that
is hard to comprehend.
Even though Tarleton
State University’s redshirt senior running back
Ryheem Skinner is from
North Carolina, he plays
and runs the football like
a true Texan.
“I’ve been playing
since I was six,” Skinner
said. “The game [has]

definitely sped up since
then.”
While other running
backs may want the
game to slow down,
Skinner looks at this
style of play and capitalizes on it.
“I’ve always been an
aggressive runner,” explained Skinner. “So,
I’m used to contact. I’m
a pretty downhill type
runner, so the speed just
comes with it.”
While Skinner has
been playing football for
a long time, he still gets
pre-game jitters. Once
he gets that first piece of
contact, however, he said
he is ready to start rolling. The senior running
back has also developed

a pre-game routine to allow himself to get ready
for the battle on the gridiron.
“I listen to a lot of rap
to boost me up,” Skinner said. “I listen to a lot
of NBA Youngboy, Lil
Baby and a different variety. Sometimes the lyrics are relatable which
make me motivated…
probably a day before
I’ll throw on some gospel just to get in a chill
space.”
With age, comes maturity, and Skinner shows
that when explaining
why he does not want
to worry during football
games.
“I try not to worry, but
instead, have confidence

in all my teammates.”
Skinner said. “I’m more
of a self-motivated person. When I worry less,
I do better.”
Skinner also talked
about the difference between the mental and
physical side of football.
“I would say it’s 90
percent mental and 10
percent physical. You got
to believe you’re able to
do it and be successful at
it,” Skinner said.
While COVID-19 has
made things complicated
for many athletes, Skinner said that he plans on
coming back in the fall
of 2021 for his final football season in his collegiate career.

Redshirt Senior running back Ryheem Skinner.
Photo Courtesy of Tarletonsports.com
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A closer look at the Texan Smart Quality
BY MADISON REED
Associate Producer

Many students don’t
realize the weight of student loans and incurring
debt. To battle this lack
of knowledge, Tarleton
State University has
added Texan Smart to its
Quality Enhancement
Plan for 2021-2026 for
each campus.
According to a booklet about the plan, “The
overarching objective of
the Texan Smart QEP is
to increase educational
access and learning opportunities among all
Tarleton students by
strengthening resources
to improve financial
wellness and well-being.”
“Texan Smart will provide students the knowhow and confidence they
need to be financially fit
today and long after they
graduate,” said Dr. Karen Murray, Tarleton Provost and Executive Vice
President for Academic
Affairs. “The sooner we
can prepare our students
for real-world financial
scenarios, the better.”
In an email sent to all
Tarleton students, faculty and staff by Dr. Laurie Sharp, chair of the
QEP Steering Committee, further stated, “Texan Smart Quality Enhancement Plan (QEP)
is designed to enhance
wellness and well-being
among all Tarleton students and the University.”
Because “wellness”
and
“well-being”can
be used interchangeably and “well-being”
can have multiple definitions, Sharp collaborated with other members of the QEP Steering
Committee to determine
what the operational
definitions for each term
were.
According to the Texan Smart QEP booklet,
the operational definitions that are precise,
credible and valid are:

Returning to
normal
Continued from pg 1
the class later if needed.
A new normal was created.
It was announced towards the end of the fall
2020 semester that the
asynchronous delivery
method would be taken away for the spring
2021 semester leaving
only the face-to-face
and synchronous options. As midterms are
being taken this semester another new normal
has been created that
students must live with.
With the announcement of Tarleton returning to normal next semester, skepticism is in
the air. What will this
“normal” mean? Will
it be like what Tarleton
knew before the pandemic? Or will it be a
mixture of what students

Financial Well-being:
“A state of being wherein you have control over
day-to-day, month- tomonth finances; have
the capacity to absorb a
financial shock; are on
track to meet your financial goals; and have
the financial freedom
to make the choices
that allow you to enjoy
life” (Consumer Financial Protection Bureau,
2015, p. 5).
Financial Wellness:
“All aspects of a person’s financial situation,
including their awareness of their financial
situation, goal setting
to maintain or improve
their current financial
situation, and the capability to put these goals
into action” (Montalto,
Phillips, McDaniel, &
Baker, 2019, p. 3).
Institutional Effectiveness: “Systematic, explicit, and documented
process of measuring
performance
against
mission in all aspects of
an institution”
(SACSCOC, 2018, p.
170).
Student Achievement:
“Student learning and
successes as measured
by “a broad range of criteria to include, as appropriate: enrollment data;
retention, graduation, or
course completion; job
placement rates; state
licensing examinations;
student portfolios; or
other means of demonstrating
achievement
of goals” (SACSCOC,
2018, p. 64).
From these definitions, goals for the Texan Smart QEP were created.
The Tarleton website states the goals are
to “establish the Texan
Smart Financial Center
within the University
College” and “improve
the efficiency of Tarleton programs and services.”
In order to help establish and lead to the

first goal, Tarleton plans
to hire a director of the
Texan Smart Financial
Center, who will also
serve as the QEP Director and report directly
to the Dean of the University College, by fall
2021. This position will
require a master’s or
doctorate in business,
personal financial planning, higher education
or other related fields;
three-plus years of relevant experience; skills
in problem-solving and
advanced analysis and
strong communication
skills.
Thus, the director, according to the Texan
Smart QEP booklet,
“will coordinate the dayto-day operations to ensure effective strategies
for promoting financial
wellness and enhancing financial well-being
among undergraduate
and graduate students…
oversee a team who
curates, develops, and
implements services offered within the Texan
Smart Financial Center…create awareness
of resources, promote
services offered by the
Texan Smart Financial
Center, and strengthen
opportunities for integrative learning…[and]
engage alumni, community partners, and
employer networks to
leverage talents, energy,
and specialized skills
needed to maximize the
impact of services for
students.
The process of hiring a
director; hiring, forming
and training a staff and
student mentors; and
developing, promoting
collecting and distributing information, services and resources are
scheduled to continue
past January of 2022.
In order to complete
the second goal, Tarleton
will focus on “improvements to the efficacy of
Tarleton programs and
services to strengthen
student academic per-

formance, promote retention, and [facilitate]
timely degree completion” the Texan Smart
QEP booklet stated.
To do this, constructs
that may influence student success, retention
and degree completion must be addressed.
The Texan Smart QEP
booklet stated these
constructs include, “academic learning experiences, academic support
services, and co-curricular activities…the efficacy of academic and
non-academic services
within higher education
institutions…[and the]
availability of institutional and community
resources that address
basic needs insecurities.”
In addition to the
goals, six student learning and student success
outcomes
associated
with the Texan Smart
QEP were created.
According to the Tarleton website, these six
outcomes are:
1.
Completers will
describe financial attitudes, behaviors, and
skills that correspond to
financial wellness and
well-being.
2.
Undergraduate
and graduate students
will recognize how student success is influenced by the interplay
between personal financial circumstances and
academic performance.
3.
Degree completion rates among undergraduate students will
increase by six percentage points among firsttime-in-college, transfer, and graduate student
cohorts.
4.
Undergraduate
students will identify
and demonstrate marketable skills affiliated
with their degree program and communicate
those skills to potential
employers.
5.
Undergraduate
students will graduate
with student loan debt

that is at or below 60
percent of their firstyear,
post-graduation
annual wages.
6.
Tarleton will improve processes and reduce student barriers to
increase persistence and
decrease time to degree.
Each of the six outcomes associated with
the Texan Smart QEP
aligns with an objective
in Tarleton’s strategic
plan, a goal within the
Texas strategic plan for
higher education or current initiatives across
the United States in institutions of higher education.
“Over five years [2021
to 2026], Tarleton will
commit resources to
support the six student learning and student success outcomes
for the Texan Smart
QEP…” the Executive
Summary of the Texan
Smart Quality Enhancement Plan for Tarleton
State University booklet states, “To meet the
desired outcomes associated with the Texan
Smart QEP, Tarleton
will implement multiple
actions intended to have
a direct and indirect impact on student learning and student success.
Actions associated with
the Texan Smart QEP
include new and existing initiatives that will
be implemented in a
well-timed and strategic
manner. Furthermore,
actions associated with
the Texan Smart QEP
involve
stakeholders
throughout the university community and beyond for maximum impact.”
In order to successfully ensure that both
of the goals associated
with the six outcomes
are met, Tarleton has
created a budget for the
Texan Smart QEP.
“Over the course of the
Texan Smart QEP,” the
Texan Smart QEP booklet stated, “Tarleton will
dedicate resources to en-

knew before and what
they have come to know
in recent months?
Cecilia Jacobs, Tarleton’s assistant vice
president of marketing
and communications,
said, “Fall plans are for
a more traditional college experience. We’ll
know more of exactly
what that means as we
get closer to the semester. Much will depend on
COVID-19 numbers.”
Other questions remain. Will students be
required to get the vaccine? Will wearing a
mask a become personal
preference? Will zooming into classes still be
available have been
raised?
To answer these questions, Jacobs pointed
to a release on Feb. 25
and to Chancellor John
Sharp’s message to the
Texas A&M System institutions on Mar. 5.
The message sent by

Sharp said, “With the
end of the spring semester only 6-8 weeks away,
A&M system members
should continue to follow system guidance,
‘Guidance for Spring
Semester of 2021 and
Related Issues’ issued in
October 2020 on testing,
face coverings, classes,
physical distancing, occupancy
limitations,
co-curricular activities,
among other matters.”
“Based on our assessment of current conditions,” Sharp’s message
continued, “this step
will help us successfully
complete the semester
and is consistent with
Gov. Greg Abbott’s order that masking and
other protocols should
be decided by our institutions, not by the state.”
“At the conclusion
of the spring semester,” Sharp said. “We
anticipate system guidance being lifted so that

all rules, procedures
and practices regarding classes, travel, face
coverings, testing, etc.,
will be determined locally at your institution
informed by your conditions and reviewed by
the System.
“The System may provide additional guidance
this semester or going
forward, as conditions
warrant,” Sharp said.
As of now, not much
is known about how current COVID-19 trends
will play out. Because of
this, not much is known
about what returning to
more traditional college
experiences will mean
or look like.
Until more is known,
Tarleton students are
flag flies high over campus.
urged to continue prac- The Tarleton
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ticing CDC guidelines
and social distance when
students updated on
in public. On campus, couraged.
what next semester will
Texan
News
is
dedicatmasks, social distancing and half capacity in ed to keeping students look like as more inforclassrooms are still en- informed and will keep mation is made known.

sure both goals associated with the six outcomes
are met. Funds will be
dedicated to actions for
Goal 1 and Goal 2 using
a projected budget that
was created in partnership with key university stakeholders and
QEP leaders to provide
a collective and realistic
commitment of resources that will support the
development and implementation costs for the
Texan Smart QEP sufficiently. All expenditures
in the Texan Smart QEP
budget are allocated for
marketing,
personnel
[a full-time employee
and student workers],
program development,
curriculum support and
basic needs insecurities
that either directly or indirectly benefit Tarleton
students.”
For more information about the Texan
Smart QEP, you can go
to
www.tarleton.edu/
qep/index,
read the
Texan Smart QEP booklet PDF located in the
website, contact Sharp
at lsharp@tarleton.edu
or (254)-968-9573 or
follow them on Instagram and Twitter (@
texansmart).
In an email Cecelia
Jacobs, the assistant
vice president of marketing and communications, said, “The QEP is
part of Tarleton’s spring
2021 reaffirmation by
the Southern Association of Colleges and
Schools Commission on
Colleges. It’s important
that students, faculty
and staff know about the
QEP program.”
“Money plays a critical role in our lives, and
not having enough of it
impacts health as well as
academic performance,”
Murray said. “Texan
Smart resources and
programs will put our
students on the path toward long-lasting financial wellness.”
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“It’s definitely convenient,” Kyndall Howard,
Continued from pg 1 a communications professor at Tarleton said.
good to go. For your first
“When I’m on camon campus order that is
pus, I’m on campus and
over $7, you can use the
don’t go anywhere. I can
code “SCHOOL” and
use this ahead of time to
get $3 off.
order food without has-

Grub Hub

Monologues
Continued from pg 1
dorms, in the workplace.
We have told our local
stories, cried together,
healed together and
come out laughing on
the other side.
The Vagina Monologues are not just another play you should
attend for extra credit.
They are a glimpse into
what your friends, family, sisters, mothers,

Snow Storm
Continued from pg 1
Faucet said her friend
lost both water and power for an extended time.
“We only lost power
one time, but one of our

Junior education major Rebecca
Tuggle.
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sle.”
Students can order
food on campus from
Starbucks,
Sandellas,
Dunkin’ Donuts and
the Texan Star Food
Court. The food court
has Chick-fil-a, T-Birds,
Oscar P’s, Sushi Mama

as well as snacks and
drinks. Grubhub also
has the option to order
from concession stands
at football games.
“It seems very helpful
for people on campus.
There are times when I
lived on campus where I

waited up to an hour to
get food,” graduate student Nadeya Patel said.
Freshman Aimee McShan also saw some
positives to the app saying, “I think it could be
a great time saving resource for students. Be-

wives, girlfriends have
experienced, have had
to work through and
have come out stronger
on the far side. The performance will make you
laugh, and make you cry.
Please, come celebrate
women with us.
Performances of The
Vagina Monologues are
Thursday, March 25 at
7 p.m. in the Workshop
Theatre, located within
the Fine Arts Building
in Stephenville, and Friday, March 26 at 7 p.m.

in Fort Worth Building 121. Doors open at
6:30 p.m. and admission
is free. Donations for
Cross Timbers Family
Services are welcome.
Seating is limited. Tickets will be available from
the Gay/Straight Alliance, the Department
of Communication, the
Office of Diversity and
International Programs
and at the door.
Tarleton
instructor The stage is set up for the vagina monologues.
Prairie Parnell plays a
large role in the produc- tion of this event.

stressed about classes
and assignments that
were due during the
week. Due to power outages and weak service
signals, most students
had a hard time sending
a text message to friends
and family let alone to
complete homework assignments.
Tarleton and its professors were very understanding and most gave
extensions on all homework and assignments
due during the week.
Justin Power commented on Tarleton’s excellent job.
“Tarleton did a great

with us and pushed due
dates back a little. I
was a little stressed for
the upcoming week because I knew how much
homework I was going
to have, but it honestly
wasn’t too bad.”
Tuggle said, “At first,
I was just really stressed
and nervous about completing
assignments
without wifi…My professors did all reach out
to my class and let us
know that classes were
canceled, and due dates
were changed. This took
away a lot of stress…
My professors did a
great job of being flex-

got in touch with us, I
felt a lot less stressed. I
am very appreciative of
my professor’s ability to
move deadlines to what
worked best for our
needs.”
Though the storm did
cause a lot of stress and
worry, many memories
were created during the
week time was frozen.
Many students took
advantage of the cold
weather, canceled classes and lack of homework
assignments.
Some students caught up
on sleep, others took the
time to catch up on the
homework assignments

Photo Courtesy of Prairie Parnell

Justin Power sledding on a pallet pulled behind a pick-up during
the winter storm.
Photo courtesy of Jeremiah Dalton

Wellborn said, “With
classes being canceled,
my roommates and I,
along with some friends,
ended up having game
nights and movie nights

Photo courtesy of Rebecca Tuggle

friends, who lives in the
college apartments over
by Wendy’s and Sonic, had lost water and
power and didn’t answer
her phone for like eight
hours,” Faucet said.
“She doesn’t have a car,
so we went to pick her
up and she stayed with
us for a few days.”
Tuggle, who lives off
campus, said she was
part of the rolling blackouts.
“I lost power Sunday
night around midnight
and then was part of the
rolling blackouts until
Friday,” Tuggle said.
“This meant that my
power was on for 30 to
45 minutes and turned
off for 30 minutes to
an hour. It was like that
from Monday morning
until Friday.”
“Also,” Tuggle continued, “I am on a well,
so when my power went
off, my water went off
too. My pipes never
froze, thankfully, but
when the power was off,
water was unavailable. I
did not have wifi most of
the time because it took
time to turn on and then
the power would turn off
again. I went over to my
friends during the week
so I would have power
on consistently and then
stayed at my house during the night.”
Many students, though
worried
about
losing power and water,
were more worried and

Justin Power, far left, and other students found ways to enjoy the break from school by sledding on pallets pulled by a truck.
										

job with doing the best
[with] what they had
to deal with,” Power
said. “Professors did
what they could. They
reached out when they
could and were not hard
on us. And this week [the
week after the storm]
they were OK with the
assignments and did not
overload us.”
Power was very thankful for the canceled
classes and postponed
assignments because he
did not have internet the
entire week.
Pless also praised Tarleton and its professors
when she said, “My professors were very helpful throughout the week.
They
communicated

tween classes and studying, we always want to
make as much time as
possible and this would
be helpful.”

Photo Courtesy of Jeremiah Dalton

nearly every day. We really weren’t productive
when it came to homework, but we ended up
just using our time to
have as much fun as we
could.”
Pless said her time was
spent with friends too.
“I wanted to be a great
student and do homework once classes were
canceled, but once I
lost service every day,
I stopped trying. So, I
went and played in the
snow [with] a bunch
Sophomore psychology major Robyn Pless.
[of] with my friends,”
Pless said. “We made
Photo Courtesy of Robyn Pless
snow angels and tried
ible with us and check- and readings they were to sled. Towards the
ing on our well-being. behind in, while some end of the week, when
I was stressed at first, students spent quality the ice wasn’t too bad
but once my professors time with friends.
on the roads, we even

made a late-night trip
to Buc-ee’s. I completely messed up my
sleep schedule for sure,
but just had fun in the
snow and watched movies, played games with
friends and hangout.”
Tuggle said her favorite memory was, “Sledding down the hill at
the park with some of
my friends and seeing
how far we could go. It
was also really cozy sitting by a fire and working on a puzzle with my
friends.”
Power relayed his
snow adventures with
his friends saying, “I
did a lot of fun stuff
with all my friends. We
hooked up two pallets
behind my truck and
pulled them through the
park on Monday. Then
Tuesday we hooked five
pallets [on] and went ‘5
wide’ and took down a
county road. It was an
absolute blast.”
Every student interviewed was glad for
the break from classes,
but after a free day of
the snow and freezing
weather, everyone was
ready to return back to
normal.
Power said, “I really
enjoyed the snow and
cold, but after four days,
I got a little tired of it. It
was really cold.”
“I had a lot of fun during the snow week!”
Tuggle explained. “I
think it was a good physical and mental break
from school and life’s
normal stresses. I am so
thankful that the university called Code Purples
so we could use the
snowstorm as a chance
to recharge instead an
opportunity to stress.”
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